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Our Story

The original Kilner® Jar, first invented by John Kilner and Co. in 1842, in 
England, is as much-loved and successful now as it was over 180 years 

ago. Its long-lasting popularity is owed to its unique pressure seal, iconic 
design and overall quality. Put simply, households all over the world trust 

it to successfully preserve and pickle their fruit and vegetables. 

In the 1900s, Kilner® presented its innovation as ‘the original and 
the best, all other brands are substitutes’, a claim which remains as 

relevant today, and is a testament to its impressive heritage. 

A surge in popularity for preserving home-grown fruit and vegetables, and 
storing food in glass rather than plastic for its health benefits, has catapulted the 
Kilner® Jar into the limelight in recent times. Not only is the Kilner® Jar essential 

for the kitchen, but it has become a statement of style around the home. 

From New York to Tokyo, Paris to Oslo, consumers around the world 
love using Kilner®. As a result Kilner® Jars can be found in world-famous 

department stores and small independent shops around the globe.

Keep checking our social media channels and Kilner® website 
for lots of inspiring activities, from mouth watering recipes to 

collaborations with bloggers and other influencers.
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THE ORIGINAL AND BEST

The Kilner® Preserve Jar embodies 
the traditional Kilner® styling. 

Featuring a unique pressure seal lid and 
easy to use metal screw top band, the 

jars are perfect for preserving fruit, jams, 
jellies and pickling vegetables.
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Preserve Jars
The luxury glass preserve jar with traditional Kilner® styling features an easy-to-use metal screw top 
lid made up of two pieces; a replaceable vacuum seal and a metal screw band to secure the seal. The 
screw band can be re-used up to 10 times but the vacuum seal needs to be replaced after each use. 

Preserve Jar

H 17.8 x Dia 9.3 cm. 1 ltr 
Insert

0025.401 • CTN 12

Preserve Jar

H 12.7 x Dia 8.3 cm. 0.5 ltr 
Insert

0025.400 • CTN 12

Preserve Jar

H 8 x Dia 8 cm. 0.25 ltr 
Insert

0025.402 • CTN 12

Set of 6 Screw Bands

H 8.5 x W 7.5 x D 7.5 cm 
Gift Box

0025.397 • CTN 12

Set of 12 Preserve Lid Seals 

H 15 x W 10.3 x D 3 cm 
Gift Box

0025.396 • CTN 12
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Fruit Preserve Jars
The 0.4 Litre Kilner® Fruit Preserve Jars are a fun and fashionable way to serve precious jams and 
preserves. 

The unique designs have been inspired by some of our favourite preserve ingredients. Each jar 
features detailed embossing including a Kilner® logo and complement our wider screw top jar range 
perfectly.

The two-piece lid, with a screw band and disc creates a perfect vacuum seal.

The glass jars are dishwasher safe for easy and convenient cleaning.

Berry Fruit Preserve Jar

H 11.5 x Dia 10 cm. 0.4 ltr 
Swing Ticket 
 
0025.056 • CTN 6

Orange Fruit Preserve Jar 

H 11.5 x Dia 10 cm. 0.4 ltr 
Swing Ticket 

0025.581 • CTN 6

Strawberry Fruit Preserve Jar 

H 11.5 x Dia 10 cm. 0.4 ltr 
Swing Ticket
 
0025.582 • CTN 6
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ML 
measurements 

on side of jaron side of jar

Wide Mouth Preserve Jars
The Kilner® Wide Mouth Preserve Jars are perfect for preserving whole fruits and vegetables as the 
wider opening allows for easy fi lling. The jars incorporate an easy-to-use metal screw top lid made 
up of two pieces; a replaceable vacuum seal and a metal screw band to secure the seal.

The 0.2 litre capacity is great for smaller portions of preserves, chutneys and jellies. The 1 litre 
capacity is ideal for preserving bigger fruits and vegetables like large pickles, onions, asparagus and 
beetroot. All sizes feature embossed volume indicators on the side of the jar.

Wide Mouth Preserve Jar

H 16.5 x Dia 9 cm. 0.5 ltr
Insert

0025.888 • CTN 6

Wide Mouth Preserve Jar

H 8.5 x Dia 8.5 cm. 0.2 ltr
Insert

0025.066 • CTN 12

Wide Mouth Preserve Jar

H 20 x Dia 10 cm. 1 ltr
Insert

0025.067 • CTN 6

Wide Mouth Preserve Jar

H 12 x Dia 8.5 cm. 0.35 ltr
Insert

0025.898 • CTN 6
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Wide Mouth Jar Accessories
The Kilner® Wide Mouth Jar Accessories are sold as replacements. The Wide Mouth Seals and Screw 
Bands are designed to fit onto the Kilner® 0.5 / 0.35 and 0.2 litre sized wide mouth jars. They are to 
be used in conjunction to create a perfect vacuum seal. 

Set of 6 Wide Mouth Screw Bands

H 9.5 x W 9.5 x D 9.5 cm 
Gift Box 
 
0025.392 • CTN 12

Set of 12 Wide Mouth Lid Seals

H 9.5 x W 9.5 x D 6 cm 
Gift Box 
 
0025.393 • CTN 12
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Round Twist Top Jar 

H 8.6 x Dia 6.8 cm. 228ml
Insert

0025.571 • CTN 12

Round Twist Top Jar 

H 8 x Dia 5.1 cm. 93ml
Insert

0025.572 • CTN 12

Round Twist Top Jar 

H 11 x Dia 7.5 cm. 370ml
Insert

0025.580 • CTN 12

Twist Top Jars & Bottle
The Kilner® Twist Top Jars are perfect for serving condiments, storing dried fruit and herbs and 
for preserving. Each jar includes a coated pressure seal one-piece lid designed to create a secure 
vacuum seal.

Curved Twist Top Jar 

H 9.6 x Dia 7.75 cm. 260ml
Insert

0025.378 • CTN 12

Round Twist Top Jar 

H 5.1 x Dia 4.5 cm. 43ml
Insert

0025.570 • CTN 12

Hexagonal Twist Top Jar

H 10.1 x Dia 7 cm. 280ml 
Insert

0025.576 • CTN 12

Hexagonal Twist Top Jar

H 8 x Dia 5.2 cm. 110ml
Insert

0025.575 • CTN 12

Hexagonal Twist Top Jar

H 5.3 x Dia 4.5 cm. 48ml
Insert

0025.574 • CTN 12

Hexagonal Twist Top Bottle 

H 19 x Dia 5.3 cm. 250ml
Label

0025.577 • CTN 12
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THE NATION’S FAVOURITE

Durable and practical, the iconic Kilner® Clip Top 
Storage Jars are perfect for storing dry foods as 

well as preserving fruits and vegetables. Each jar 
has the Kilner® logo embossed on the front of the 
jar and is finished with an orange rubber seal and 

stainless steel clip. The airtight seal and clip system 
is designed to keep food fresher for longer.
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Round Clip Top Jars
The ever-popular Kilner® Round Clip Top Jars are both stylish and collectable. They have the Kilner®

brand logo embossed on the front of the jar and are fi nished with an orange rubber seal. These jars 
are perfect for preserving as well as storing dry food such as rice, fl our, tea and coffee.

Round Clip Top Jar

H 25.5 x Dia 12 cm. 2 ltr
Insert

0025.493 • CTN 6

Round Clip Top Jar

H 23 x Dia 11 cm. 1.5 ltr
Insert

0025.492 • CTN 12

Round Clip Top Jar

H 18 x Dia 11 cm. 1 ltr
Insert

0025.491 • CTN 12

Round Clip Top Jar

H 28.2 x Dia 14 cm. 3 ltr
Insert

0025.494 • CTN 6

Glass Honey Pot Set with Beechwood Dipper

H 13.2 x W 15 x D 11 cm. 0.4 ltr
Gift Box

0025.887 • CTN 6

Round Clip Top Jar

H 11.3 x Dia 11 cm. 0.5 ltr
Insert

0025.490 • CTN 12

Round Clip Top Jar

H 10.2 x Dia 9 cm. 0.35 ltr
Insert

0025.495 • CTN 12

Round Clip Top Jar

H 7.1 x Dia 8.5 cm. 125ml
Insert

0025.496 • CTN 12
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Square Clip Top Jars
Durable and practical, Kilner® Square Clip Top Jars are suitable for preserving fruits, pickles, 
jams and chutneys. They are also ideal for storing dry food such as rice, sugar, fl our and lentils. 
A full suite of sizes ranging from the 3 litre/3000ml down to the 70ml spice jar will ensure there 
is a jar for every task.

Thanks to its durable rubber seal, these jars ensure the contents stay fresher for longer.

Square Clip Top Jar

H 21.5 x Dia 12 cm. 2 ltr
Insert

0025.513 • CTN 6

Square Clip Top Jar

H 23 x Dia 14 cm. 3 ltr
Insert

0025.079 • CTN 6

Square Clip Top Jar

H 10 x Dia 11.5 cm. 0.5 ltr
Insert

0025.510 • CTN 12

Square Clip Top Jar

H 9 x Dia 8.5 cm. 0.25 ltr
Insert

0025.073 • CTN 12

Square Clip Top Jar

H 19.5 x Dia 11.5 cm. 1.5 ltr
Insert

0025.512 • CTN 12

Square Clip Top Spice Jar

H 8.1 x Dia 5.2 cm. 70ml
CDU: H 39 x W 24 x D 18 cm

0025.460 • CTN 12

Square Clip Top Jar

H 15 x Dia 11.5 cm. 1 ltr
Insert

0025.511 • CTN 12

Clip Top Spice Jar Set

Set Contains:
6 x Kilner® 70ml Clip Top Spice Jars
1 x Wooden Crate H 33 x W 6 x D 2.5 cm
12 x Labels 
1 x Recipe Booklet 

H 9.3 x W 35.5 x D 10 cm
Gift Box

0025.807 • CTN 6
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Facetted Clip Top Jars
This Kilner® Clip Top range features a distinctive facetted design reminiscent of a bygone era. 
Whether you choose to store dried, preserved or pickled food, the iconic Kilner® airtight clip system 
is designed to keep foods fresher for longer. The 2.2 litre jar has been specially designed  
to accommodate tall foods such as rhubarb and celery.

Facetted Clip Top Jar

H 17.8 x Dia 11.5 cm. 0.95 ltr 
Insert

0025.734 • CTN 12

Facetted Clip Top Jar

H 26 x Dia 11.5 cm. 1.8 ltr 
Insert

0025.735 • CTN 6

Facetted Clip Top Jar

H 32.5 x Dia 11 cm. 2.2 ltr 
Insert

0025.736 • CTN 6
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Facetted Spaghetti Dispenser
Kilner® has developed a specially designed spaghetti dispenser to keep spaghetti airtight. To make 
life even easier we have added an additional unique feature; when the handle is pulled up, the 
spaghetti fans out so there is no need to shake and shuffle the pasta out. Simply lift and lock. Also 
suitable for breadsticks.

Facetted Spaghetti Dispenser

H 35 x W 13 x D 13 cm. 2.2 ltr 
Gift Box

0025.745 • CTN 6

Replacement Seals
Always use genuine Kilner® Rubber Seals with Kilner® Clip Top Jars. These original Kilner® Seals are 
made from high-grade, food safe, durable rubber. Perfect for all preserving needs.

6 Replacement Rubber Seals

For 0.35, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 Litre Jars 
Gift Box

0025.489 • CTN 12

6 Replacement Rubber Seals

For 0.125 and 0.25 Litre Jars 
Gift Box

0025.500 • CTN 12

6 Replacement Rubber Seals

For 3 Litre Jars 
Gift Box

0025.501 • CTN 12
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PUSH TOP STORAGE

The Push Top Storage Collection includes a variety of 
ranges to suit a number of functions. From dry food 

pantry solutions to portable snack pots and even
quirky ceramic kitchen-top display jars. Each piece 

is made with practicality and style in mind.
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Ceramic Push Top Storage Jars 
The Kilner® Ceramic Push Top Jars are perfect for storage. The clever design uses the iconic Kilner® 
Jar styling but with a modern twist. Ideal for storing dry foods, teas and coffee but equally beautiful 
enough for use in other areas of the home. The quality push top lid with silicone seal will ensure 
contents are kept fresh.

Ceramic Push Top  
Storage Jar - Morning Mist

H 15.5 x Dia 10 cm. 0.6 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.362 • CTN 6

Ceramic Push Top  
Storage Jar - Dusty Pink

H 15.5 x Dia 10 cm. 0.6 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.364 • CTN 6
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Ideal for
pantry

organisation

Individual 
acacia wood 
grain finish

Universal Storage Jars
The original Kilner® Universal Storage Jars have a curved and graceful silhouette which has been 
created for a wide variety of uses. 

The beautiful design is not only perfect for the kitchen and dry food storage, but will also provide an 
attractive and functional solution for other uses, such as soaps or cotton wool.

Universal Storage Jars with Wooden Lids
The Kilner® Universal Storage Jars now showcase acacia wooden push top lids, each boasting a 
distinctive grain pattern and colour for an artisanal touch. Combining elegance with functionality, 
these versatile jars are both stylish and practical. The airtight lids, paired with silicone seals, ensure 
optimal storage for various dry foods like grains, pasta, and cereals—perfect for organising your 
pantry. Beyond the kitchen, these jars add a decorative touch to bathroom settings, maintaining a 
tidy space for cosmetics and toiletries. Choose from two convenient sizes, 0.85 litre and 2 litre, to 
suit your storage needs.

Universal Storage Jar

H 19 x Dia 15.6 cm. 2 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.742 • CTN 6

Universal Storage Jar

H 14.8 x Dia 12.5 cm. 0.85 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.741 • CTN 12

Universal Storage Jar

H 24.2 x Dia 19.5 cm. 4 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.743 • CTN 4

Universal Storage Jar with 
Wooden Lid

H 19 x Dia 15.6 cm. 2 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.087 • CTN 6

Universal Storage Jar with 
Wooden Lid

H 14.8 x Dia 12.5 cm. 0.85 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.086 • CTN 6

NEW NEW
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Snack and Store Pots
The Kilner® Set of 2 Snack and Store Pots are ideal for storing and transporting seeds, nuts, fruits, 
vegetables and condiments for lunches and snacks on-the-go. Great for adding strawberries to your 
overnight oats at work or storing half an onion in the fridge as they are odour-free, saving on food 
waste and reducing the need for plastic alternatives. The easy, push-on silicone lids are watertight, 
leak-proof and also stackable, perfect for saving storage space. The sets includes two different 
coloured lids which along with the jars are dishwasher safe.

Snack and Store Pots

Set Contains:
2 x Kilner® 125ml Jars
2 x Kilner® Silicone Lids

H 6.5 x W 8 x D 9 cm. 125ml
Sleeve

0025.024 • CTN 6
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x 2 x 2 x 2

x 2 x 2 x 2

Kilner® Kids Jars
Available in ideal portion sized jars; 110ml and 190ml, the Kilner® Kids Jars are perfect for storing 
healthy and homemade baby foods. The easy, push-on silicone lids are airtight and leak proof 
and the glass jars make the perfect material for storing food as it does not stain, absorb odours 
or harbour flavours. Each set includes 3 different colour silicone lids to enable colour coding for 
different food contents, adhesive labels are also included to document the use by date. Suitable for 
the freezer and microwave (providing the contents are fully defrosted). These high-quality glass jars 
are recyclable and a sustainable alternative to plastic

Set of 6 Kids Jars

Set Contains:
6 x 190ml Kilner® Kids Jars
6 x Silicone Lids
12 x Adhesive Labels

H 9 x W 21 x D 14 cm
Gift Box

0025.017 • CTN 6

Set of 6 Kids Jars

Set Contains:
6 x 110ml Kilner® Kids Jars
6 x Silicone Lids
12 x Adhesive Labels

H 7.5 x W 18 x D 12 cm
Gift Box

0025.016 • CTN 6
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BOTTLES

The Kilner® Bottle range has been specially designed to  
create, preserve and store cordials, flavoured alcohols and oils. 

Kilner® Bottles are economical, reusable and versatile.
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Oil Bottle Rack Sets
Introducing the Kilner® Oil Bottle & Rack Set Collection, featuring two new sets designed to infuse 
a touch of elegance on the kitchen countertop and dining table. The 0.6 litre bottle set is an ideal 
companion for storing flavourful, home-infused cooking oils and vinegars. Equipped with stainless-
steel pourers to ensure a smooth and drip-free flow, each bottle includes embossed capacity 
indicators in ml for precise measurements. The bottles rest neatly in a powder-coated steel rack, 
enhancing both organisation and aesthetics.

The 0.3 litre offers a smaller capacity suitable for salad dressings, balsamic vinegars, and dipping oils. 
Safely housed in the compact rack with a convenient carry handle, this set ensures easy and secure 
transportation from the table back into the cupboard. Complete with swing clip top lids to maintain 
freshness and versatile pouring, this set combines practicality with style.

Set of 2 Oil Bottles in Metal Rack 

Set Contains:
2 x 0.6 Litre Kilner® Bottles
2 x Stainless-steel Pourers
1 x Powder Coated Rack

H 29.2 x W 20.7 x D 10.9 cm. 0.6 ltr
Gift Box

0025.028 • CTN 6 

Set of 2 Oil Bottles in Metal Rack 

Set Contains:
2 x 0.3 Litre Kilner® Clip Top Bottles
2 x Stainless-steel Pourers
1 x Powder Coated Rack with Carry Handle

H 25 x W 13.8 x D 7.6 cm. 0.3 ltr
Gift Box

0025.092 • CTN 6 

NEW NEW

ML 
measurements 

on side of 
bottle

Includes 
clip top 

lid
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Clip Top Bottles
These bottles have been beautifully designed with traditional yet modern styling using bold 
embossments. Clear capacity indicators are highlighted on the sides of each bottle. With capacities 
of 1 litre, 0.6 litre and 0.3 litre, these bottles are perfect for storing and preserving oils, vinegars, 
cordials and syrups. The bottles feature a grey clip top lid with silicone seals.

Clip Top Bottle

H 20 x Dia 6 cm. 0.3 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.005 • CTN 6

Clip Top Bottle

H 25 x Dia 6.8 cm. 0.6 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.006 • CTN 6

Clip Top Bottle

H 30 x Dia 7.5 cm. 1 ltr
Swing Ticket

0025.007 • CTN 6

ML 
measurements 

on side of 
bottle
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Clip Top Bottles
The Kilner® Clip Top Bottles are specifically designed to help preserve oils and juices. These bottles 
utilise a traditional swing-top locking system and are complete with the Kilner® logo. The bottles 
have a silicone seal and a clip top lid, which together create an airtight seal.

Square Clip Top Bottle

H 27.4 x W 6.7 cm. 0.55 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.471 • CTN 12

Square Clip Top Bottle

H 20 x W 5.6 cm. 0.25 ltr
Swing Ticket

0025.470 • CTN 12

Clip Top Bottle

H 30 x Dia 7.5 cm. 1 ltr
Swing Ticket

0025.007 • CTN 6

Square Clip Top Bottle

H 31.8 x W 7.5 cm. 1 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.472 • CTN 12

Milk Bottles
The Kilner® Milk Bottle is ideal for storing and 
serving homemade milkshakes and juices. With 
a traditional shape and a retro style printed logo 
to capture the nostalgic era of the old fashioned 
‘glass milk bottle’.

Sloe Gin Clip Top Bottle
The Clip Top Sloe Gin Bottle is perfect for 
infusing homemade gins, cordials, wines and 
more. The bottle shape has been inspired by the 
traditional hip flask and features the authentic 
Kilner® logo badge on the front.

1/3 Pint Milk Bottle

H 12 x Dia 6 cm. 0.189 ltr
CDU: H 26 x W 32 x D 26 cm 
Swing Ticket and CDU

0025.712 • CTN 12

1 Pint Milk Bottle

H 19 x Dia 9 cm. 0.568 ltr 
CDU: H 35 x W 32 x D 32 cm 
Swing Ticket and CDU

0025.713 • CTN 9

Sloe Gin Clip Top Bottle

H 21.5 x W 9 x D 5 cm. 0.3 ltr
Swing Ticket

0025.072 • CTN 6

Handled Clip Top Bottle

H 17 x W 6.8 cm. 0.2 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.487 • CTN 12
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ML 
measurements 

on side of 
bottle

Juice and Sauce Bottles
The Kilner® Juice and Sauce Bottles are a versatile solution for storing and preserving all your 
homemade passata sauces, yoghurts, freshly squeezed fruit juices, and fl avoured milks. Available 
in both 0.5 and 1 litre capacities, these handy bottles are made to fi t on the inside of a fridge door, 
designed with a wide neck and mouth for easy pouring and refi lling. With a one-piece lid and a 
round lid label to add use-by dates and notes, these bottles will ensure your contents stay fresher for 
longer. Suitable to use with the 2 piece replaceable lid and screwband system. Complete with clear 
capacity measuring indicators.

Juice and Sauce Bottle

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Juice and Sauce Bottle
1 x Label 

H 15.5 x Dia 7.5 cm. 0.5 ltr
Swing Ticket

0025.074 • CTN 6

Juice and Sauce Bottle

Set Contains:
1 x 1 Litre Juice and Sauce Bottle
1 x Label 

H 22.5 x Dia 8 cm. 1 ltr
Swing Ticket

0025.075 • CTN 6

Set of 6 Screw Bands

H 8.5 x W 7.5 x D 7.5 cm
Gift Box

0025.397 • CTN 12

Set of 12 Preserve Lid Seals

H 15 x W 10.3 x D 3 cm
Gift Box

0025.396 • CTN 12
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DRINKING AND ENTERTAINING

The Kilner® drinking range provides a variety of high 
quality, fashionable items to enjoy and serve drinks. 
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Round Drinks Dispensers
From juices to infused waters and cocktails, the Kilner® 3, 5 and 8 Litre Round Drinks Dispensers are 
the perfect way to serve your beverages. The easy-to-use tap keeps the drinks flowing whilst the glass 
dispenser and airtight clip top lid is the freshest way to store and serve liquid refreshments. Perfect for 
parties and barbeques. 

Clip Top Round Dispenser

H 31.5 x Dia 18.2 cm. 5 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.405 • CTN 2

Clip Top Round Dispenser

H 36.3 x Dia 20 cm. 8 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.403 • CTN 2

Storage Jar with Dispensing Tap

H 29 x W 22 x D 14.5 cm. 3 ltr
Gift Box

0025.008 • CTN 4
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Vintage Drinks Dispenser

H 30 x Dia 25 cm. 5 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.407 • CTN 2

Vintage Drinks Dispenser
The Kilner® Drinks Dispenser has been given the vintage treatment. The beautiful ribbed styling 
transforms these Kilner® favourites into elegant but fun party pieces. With its curved shape, the 
Vintage Drinks Dispenser is ideal for any celebration, from weddings to garden parties. The wide 
neck opening makes it easy to add ice and fruit, and to refill, keeping the drinks flowing.
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New & 
improved 

design

Fridge Dispenser
The Kilner® 3 Litre Fridge Drinks Dispenser is 
perfect for keeping drinks cold. From juices 
to ice cold water, this unique dispenser will 
help keep drinks fresh and cold for longer. 

With a 3 litre capacity (the suggested 
consumption of water per day) and a 
helpful measuring scale down the side, this 
dispenser makes tracking daily water intake 
simple.

Featuring an easy-pour tap that will 
keep the drinks flowing and an elegant 
rectangular shape, designed specifically to 
maximise space on your fridge shelf. 

Fridge Dispenser 

H 18 x W 33 x D 14 cm. 3 ltr 
Gift Box

0025.071 • CTN 2

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Ideal for 
professional  
catering use

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Drinks Dispenser Taps & Stand

Stainless Steel Tap

H 18 x W 11 cm 
Fits 3, 5 & 8 Litre Kilner® Drinks Dispensers 
Header Card

0025.029 • CTN 12

Drinks Dispenser Stand

H 18.5 x Dia 19 cm 
Swing Ticket

0025.767 • CTN 12

Drinks Dispenser Tap

H 18 x W 11 cm 
Fits 3, 5 & 8 Litre Kilner® Drinks Dispensers 
Header Card

0025.835 • CTN 12
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CREATE AND MAKE

The Kilner® Create and Make range includes a number of 
accessories to create homemade food and drinks, from fresh 

sauces and coffee to delicious flavoured butter. Innovative 
products addressing modern lifestyles and food trends. 
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Kefir Set
Make your own healthy kefir with the easy-to-use Kilner® Kefir Set. Simply add kefir grains into 
the jar using the unique beech wood measuring spoon then add milk or sugar water to allow 
the fermentation to begin. Create tangy flavoured probiotic drinks to consume straight away or 
incorporate into recipes for healthy balanced meals.

This unique set has a dual size silicone straining cap with a stainless-steel lid to cover the jar once the 
fermentation process is complete.

A step-by-step booklet is included in the set with illustrated instructions and suggested recipes. 

Kefir Set

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Kilner® Wide Mouth Jar
1 x Silicone Strainer Cap
1 x Beech Wood Measuring Spoon
1 x Stainless Steel Lid

H 20 x W 11 x D 10 cm. 0.5 ltr
Gift Box

0025.084 • CTN 6 

NEW

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Add Kefi r grains, milk or water to 
the jar according to the recipe.

Strain the liquid to separate 
the grains then add the 

stainless-steel lid for storage. 
Grains can be reused.

Place the strainer cap onto 
the jar and set aside at room 

temperature to allow the 
fermentation process to begin.
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Seasoning Grinder
The Kilner® Seasoning Grinder is the perfect kitchen gadget for grinding and storing ingredients 
such as rock salt, peppercorns, spices, dried herbs and seeds. Create unique seasoning blends and 
flavoursome rubs by grinding mixed ingredients together.

The hand operated grinding mechanism is made from high quality stainless steel and ceramics parts 
with adjustable settings to control the coarseness of the mixture.

Keep the final mixture fresher for longer in the 250ml glass jar with one-piece lid.

The grinding mechanism can be used on the 0.5 litre and the 1 litre Kilner® Preserve Jars.

Seasoning Grinder

Set Contains:
1 x 0.25 Litre Kilner® Preserve Jar
1 x One-piece Lid
1 x Grinder Attachment
1 x Recipe and Instruction Booklet

H 20 x W 12.5 x D 8.5 cm. 0.25 ltr
Gift Box

0025.081 • CTN 6 

NEW

Grinder 
Mechanism can 
be used on the 
0.5 and 1 litre 
preserve jars

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Fill with chosen dried 
seasoning ingredients.

Seal and store using 
the one-piece lid.

Turn the handle to grind the 
mixture. Adjust coarseness 

using the top screw.
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Sprouting Set
The Kilner® Sprouting Set is designed to make sprouting and storing seeds or pulses as simple as 
possible. Sprouting is a great way to add extra nutrients, flavour and texture to your dishes and this 
set provides the best conditions for sprouts to develop.

Ideal for broccoli, green beans, radish, lentil, alfalfa sprouts and many more.

Simply soak the seed or grain in the 0.5 litre glass jar for the required time. Drain using the stainless 
steel insert and then place the jar and insert into the ceramic base, allowing the sprouts to develop 
as excess water safely drains away into the base. Developed sprouts can then be consumed straight 
away or stored in the glass jar using the one-piece lid.

Sprouting Set

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Kilner® Jar
1 x Stoneware Ceramic Base
1 x Silicone Ring
1 x Stainless Steel Sieve Attachment
1 x One-piece Lid
1 x Recipe and Instruction Booklet

H 21 x W 11.5 x D 11.5 cm. 0.5 ltr
Gift Box

0025.082 • CTN 6 

NEW

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Soak seeds or pulses for 
required time and then drain 

away the water using the mesh 
insert. Rinse and drain again.

Once sprouts are ready 
consume straight away or store 

in the jar for up to 4 days.

Place the jar and mesh insert 
into the ceramic base and leave 
sprouts to develop, rinsing 2-3 

times a day.
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1 Litre Fermentation Set
The new 1 Litre Kilner® Fermentation Jar Set provides the easy way to create smaller batches of your 
own delicious, fermented foods packed with vitamins, minerals and probiotic cultures. 

The wide neck opening on the jar allows for easy filling and decanting of the finished creation. The 
unique silicone duck beak shaped valve incorporated in the lid releases the gases that build up inside 
the jar during the fermentation process. However, the atmospheric air on the outside will not be able 
to enter the jar, which usually causes food to spoil. 

The ceramic weights sit on top of the ingredients to ensure that they are kept under the brine 
solution.

Once fermentation is complete, the one-piece lid allows you to store the finished food in the fridge 
ready to consume.

1 Litre Fermentation Set

Set Contains:
1 x 1 Litre Kilner® Wide Mouth Jar
1 x Stainless Steel Lid with Air Lock Valve
1 x Stainless Steel One-Piece Lid
2 x Ceramic Weights
1 x Silicone Ring
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 21 x W 13.3 x D 10.9 cm. 1 ltr
Gift Box

0025.083 • CTN 6 

NEW

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Add the vegetable or fruit 
ingredients along with water and salt 
from the recipe, allowing 5cm head 

space from the top of the jar.

Once the desired taste and 
texture is achieved, replace 
with the one-piece lid and 

store in the fridge.

Attach the lid with the valve by 
screwing tightly in place. Keep 
at room temperature, suitable 
for the fermentation process.
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Fermentation Packer
The Kilner® Fermentation Packer is an essential tool for preparing and packing vegetables, to create 
fermented foods such as Sauerkraut and Kimchi. Made from beech wood, the Fermentation Packer 
has a textured mashing head, designed to help break down the ingredients, eliminate air bubbles 
and release the tangy fl avours synonymous with fermented foods.

The packer is suitable for the Kilner® 3 and 5 litre specialist Fermentation Sets but can also be used 
with a variety of wide mouth jars from the collection.

Fermentation Packer

H 24.5 x W 4 cm
Beech Wood. Backing Card

0025.047 • CTN 12

NEW
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Packaged in 
mail order gift 

box suitable for 
online

5 Litre Fermentation Set
The larger Kilner® 5 Litre Fermentation 
Set allows you to create bigger batches of 
delicious, fermented foods packed with 
added vitamins, minerals and probiotic 
cultures.

The silicone lid with air lock, allows gases to 
be released but does not allow air to enter the 
jar during the fermentation process. 

The clever design of the silicone sheet and 
glass weight, ensures that the contents are 
submerged under the brine to prevent any 
spoilage.

Add the ingredients and brine 
to the jar leaving 6-7cm/3 inch 

headspace from the top.

The airlock will ensure the 
jar is kept airtight during 

fermentation. 

Add the silicone and glass weight 
to top of vegetables then place 
the lid and airlock in position. 

5 Litre Fermentation Set

Set Contains:
1 x 5 Litre Kilner® Fermenting Glass Jar
1 x Air Lock
1 x Silicone Lid
1 x Silicone Weight
1 x Glass Weight
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 32 x W 19 x D 22.5 cm. 5 ltr
Mail Order Gift Box

0025.069 • CTN 2 
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3 Litre Fermentation Set
The Kilner® Fermentation Set provides an easy way to make delicious fermented foods packed with 
vitamins, minerals and probiotic cultures. Perfect for creating live cultures of sauerkraut, kimchi, 
pickles and much more. Creating fermented foods is straight-forward, just add your favourite 
vegetables, water and salt. Recipes and how-to leaflet included.

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

3 Litre Fermentation Set

Set Contains:
1 x 3 Litre Kilner® Fermenting Jar  
1 x Silicone Lid  
1 x Airlock  
2 x Ceramic Stones 
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 32 x Dia 17 cm 
Gift Box

0025.839 • CTN 4

Silicone Fermentation Lid & Air Lock
The Kilner® Silicone Fermentation Lid & Air Lock is specially designed to be used with a 3 litre Kilner® 
Jar (featured on page 14). The lid is made from premium silicone and combines an air lock which in 
turn creates an anaerobic atmosphere which is perfect for fermenting foods.

The air lock allows gases to be released from the fermenting foods, but does not allow air to enter 
the jar. Air entering the jar from outside can cause the food to spoil. Adding the fermentation lid to a 
Kilner® Jar means that you can make probiotic-rich foods at home. 

Silicone Fermentation 
Lid & Air Lock

H 12 x W 16 x D 4 cm
Gift Box

0025.039 • CTN 12
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Pickle Jar with Lifter
No more chasing the last pickled onions around 
the jar with a fork! This unique lifter design, 
drains away the vinegar and brine from pickled 
and fermented foods allowing you to serve 
with ease. Simply pull the silicone coated lifter 
upwards to separate the food from the liquid. 
Ideal for pickled onions, beetroot, gherkins and 
cauliflower florets. 

This set is suitable for processing, using the 
water bath method and following the recipe 
instructions.

The two-piece lid, with screw band and disc 
creates the perfect vacuum seal.

Ensure the lifter is in position 
then fill the jar with your 

chosen recipe.

Pull the lifter to drain away 
the excess liquid, ready to 

consume.

Submerge ingredients in liquid 
and screw on the two-piece lid 
(process if required by recipe).

Pickle Jar with Lifter

Set Contains:
1 x 1 Litre Kilner® Glass Jar
1 x Silicone Pickle Lifter
1 x Two-piece Lid
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 22 x W 12 x D 12 cm. 1 ltr
Gift Box

0025.068 • CTN 6 

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Check out our handy 
“How-to” video on YouTube

Mash & Store Set
The Mash & Store Set can be used to create 
fresh, homemade guacamole and other foods 
such as hummus, baba ghanoush and baby 
food, which can then be consumed or stored 
in the jar. The glass push top lid has a silicone 
seal to keep the contents fresh.

Simply place the mashing basket on top of the 
jar and fi ll with the chosen ingredients, then 
press downwards with the mashing tool to 
create the desired consistency.

Place the mashing basket securely 
onto the jar and fi ll half way with 
ingredients from desired recipe.

Ready to serve or add the 
airtight push-top lid to keep the 

contents fresher for longer.

Use the mashing tool to press the 
ingredients through the basket 

into the jar below.

Mash & Store Set

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Kilner® Square Glass Jar 
with Push Top Lid
1 x 18.10 Stainless Steel Mashing Basket
1 x Silicone Sleeve
1 x 18.10 Stainless Steel Mashing Tool 
with Beech Wood Handle
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 21 x W 15 x D 15 cm. 0.5 ltr
Gift Box

0025.070 • CTN 4 
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Mayonnaise & Sauce  
Jar Set 
Making homemade mayonnaise couldn’t be 
easier with the Kilner® Mayonnaise and Sauce 
Jar set. Simply fill the jar base with egg yolk, 
lemon juice, mustard, salt and pepper. Place 
the mesh plunger and oil dish inside the jar 
and tighten with the screw band. Drizzle oil 
into the oil dish whilst moving the plunger up 
and down. After about three to four minutes 
the consistency will be ready to serve. Other 
sauces such as aioli and salad dressing can 
also be created using this handy kitchen 
gadget. The set includes a two-piece sealing 
lid to store your homemade creations.

Add the base ingredients 
to the jar.

Pour the oil into the oil dish whilst 
moving the plunger up and down 

until the desired consistency.

Using the plunger, mix until the 
ingredients are combined.

Mayonnaise & Sauce Jar Set 

Set Contains:
1 x Kilner® 0.35 Litre Wide Mouth Preserve Jar 
1 x Stainless Steel Mesh Plunger 
1 x Stainless Steel Oil Dish 
1 x Two-Piece Lid and Screw Band 
1 x Recipe Booklet 

H 25 x W 15 x D 13 cm. 0.35 ltr 
Gift Box

0025.003 • CTN 6

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Sifter Jar Set
The Kilner® Sifter Jar Set is an essential kitchen 
companion for sifting and storing flour, cocoa 
powder and icing sugar. This set includes a 0.5 
litre wide mouth jar for easier filling, a screw 
on sifter attachment and a stainless steel lid to 
keep the contents fresh during storage. Simply 
fill the jar with the chosen ingredient and shake, 
replacing the lid when done. Ideal for baking, 
dusting surfaces and finishing dishes.

Fill jar with flour or cocoa powder. Replace lid to keep contents fresh.Screw the sifter attachment 
securely onto the jar.

Sifter Jar Set

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Kilner® Wide Mouth Jar
1 x Stainless Steel Sieve Sifter attachment
1 x Stainless Steel Lid
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 16.5 x W 9 x D 9 cm. 0.5 ltr
Gift Box

0025.080 • CTN 6 
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Social Media 
Favourite

Sourdough Starter Set 
The Kilner® Sourdough Starter Set contains 
all components needed to make a successful 
sourdough starter, which will then be 
transformed into a fresh and delicious 
sourdough loaf.

Pancakes, naan breads, pizza and other baked 
goods can also be made from the sourdough 
starter.

Two jars are included in the set allowing a 
second batch to be created whilst the first 
batch is in use. The stainless steel measuring 
lid has been specially designed to measure 
out flour and water precisely, making it 
incredibly easy to maintain a successful 
starter. The step-by-step booklet with ‘how 
to’ instructions, guides you through the 
seven-day process. 

Measuring lid measures 
ingredients precisely.

Rubber bands measure the 
progress of the sourdough starter.

Silicone spatula mixes ingredients 
and scrapes excess mixture from 

the jar walls.

Sourdough Starter Set

Set Contains:
2 x 0.35 Litre Kilner® Wide Mouth Jars
1 x Stainless Steel Measuring Lid
1 x Silicone Spatula
1 x Stainless Steel Lid
2 x Rubber Bands
6 x Labels
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 23 x W 15 x D 10 cm. 0.35 ltr
Gift Box

0025.035 • CTN 6

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Butter Dish
The classic Kilner® Butter Dish, embossed with the 
Kilner® logo and the word ‘butter’, is an essential 
item for any kitchen. Perfect for storing butter 
in the fridge or serving it at the dining table. The 
elegant design complete with lid will keep butter 
fresh. Fits up to 250g. 

Butter Dish

H 7 x W 16 x D 10 cm 
PVC Wrap with Label

0025.350 • CTN 6

Set of 2 Butter Paddles

H 29.5 x W 9 x D 2.5 cm 
Backing Card

0025.349 • CTN 6

Set of 2 Butter Paddles
The Kilner® Butter Paddles are an essential item 
for any homemade butter enthusiast. Make 
the butter with the Kilner® Butter Churner and 
then use the beechwood paddles to shape and 
mould into decorative shapes. The deep grooves 
are perfect for squeezing the last of the excess 
buttermilk, keeping butter as fresh as possible.

Butter Churner
The Kilner® Butter Churner offers everyone an 
easy way to make homemade butter and makes 
a stylish addition to the kitchen. Simply place 
cream into the butter churner, turn the handle 
and in as little as ten minutes enjoy fresh and 
delicious tasting butter! Included within the set 
is easy to follow step-by-step instructions as 
well as a selection of recipes. 

Butter Churner

H 26.9 x Dia 10.9 cm. 1 ltr 
Swing Ticket

0025.348 • CTN 4

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Social Media 
Favourite
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ML 
measurements 

on side of jar

Breakfast Jar Set 
The Kilner® 0.35 Litre Breakfast Jar Set is a unique 
way to store and consume breakfast snacks like 
overnight oats and cereals whether at home or 
on-the-go. Included in the set is a Kilner® 0.35 
Litre Wide Mouth Jar, a unique stainless steel 
lid that doubles as a measuring cup for better 
portion control. This set also includes a Viners® 
stainless steel spoon, silicone spoon holder and 
airtight sealing disc to prevent leakage when 
being transported.

Use the cup lid to measure the 
perfect portion of oats.

Use the silicone holder to 
attach the Viners® Spoon.

Add the leak-proof silicone seal and 
secure with stainless steal lid.

Breakfast Jar Set 

Set Contains: 
1 x 0.35 Litre Kilner® Wide Mouth Jar 
1 x Stainless Steel Kilner® Measuring Cup Lid  
1 x Kilner® Silicone Sealing Disc  
1 x Silicone Spoon Holder  
1 x Stainless Steel Viners® Branded Spoon 
1 x Recipe Booklet 

H 20 x W 14 x D 11 cm. 0.35 ltr 
Gift Box

0025.899 • CTN 6

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Social Media 
Favourite
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Smoothie Making Set 
The Kilner® Smoothie Making Set makes it 
incredibly easy to create homemade smoothies, 
iced tea, juices or other cold drinks. Allowing 
you to be in control of all the ingredients in your 
drinks.

The uniquely designed silicone splash guard 
prevents spills during blending. Once the 
smoothie is ready, simply remove and replace 
the splash guard with the silicone lid, cap and 
screw band. Then it’s ready to be carried or 
consumed.

The durable stainless steel straw has a wide 
opening suitable for thicker mixtures. The 
innovative silicone holder will keep the straw in 
place when not in use.

A step-by-step booklet is included with 
how-to-use instructions and a recipe.

Silicone splash guard prevents 
spills during blending.

Ml and fl  oz indicators. Silicone 
straw holder secures stainless 

steel straw in place.

Silicone lid with cap 
for  use on-the-go.

Smoothie Making Set

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Kilner® Wide Mouth Jar
1 x Silicone Lid
1 x Silicone Cap
1 x Silicone Splash Guard
1 x Silicone Straw Holder
1 x Stainless Steel Smoothie Straw
1 x Screw Band
1 x Recipe Booklet

H 19 x W 14 x D 11 cm. 0.5 ltr
Gift Box

0025.036 • CTN 6

Check out our handy 
“How-to” video on YouTube
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Cheese Store
The new Kilner® Cheese Store is the perfect solution for a tidy, organised fridge. The dual function 
lidded dish can be used with the silicone seal to keep strong flavoured, blue cheeses airtight 
containing the aromas. 

Alternatively, remove the silicone seal to allow less aromatic cheeses to breathe, maintaining 
moisture and preserving their distinct flavours and taste.

The ceramic base of the Cheese Store makes an excellent choice for serving a cheese selection 
directly at the table. 

The transparent nature of the glass allows for easy visibility of the contents and is easy to clean by 
placing in the dishwasher.

Cheese Store

H 8.5 x W 23.4 x D 15.3 cm 
Gift Box

0025.085 • CTN 6 

NEW

Use with or without the 
silicone seal
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Storage Jar & Fine Grater Lid
The Kilner® Storage Jar & Fine Grater is made  
from high grade 18.10 stainless steel with  
extremely sharp micro-blades providing fine 
shavings from harder foods and pulps from the 
softer foods like garlic and ginger. The grated  
foods can be stored inside the glass jar for  
storage or as a serving jar for the table.

Storage Jar & Fine Grater Lid

Set Contains:
1 x 0.25 Litre Kilner® Jar
1 x Stainless Steel Fine Grater Disc
1 x Two Piece Lid

H 8 x W 8 x D 8 cm. 0.25 ltr
Insert

0025.057 • CTN 12 

Storage Jar with Shaker Lid
The Kilner® 250ml Storage Jar with Shaker 
Lid is the perfect solution for organising and 
storing dried foods. Simply twist the lid to easily 
dispense different amounts of ingredients 
through the specific sized openings. Store 
and shake dried herbs, parmesan, chocolate 
sprinkles and much more.

Storage Jar with Shaker Lid

H 8.9 x W 25 x D 32.5 cm. 0.25 ltr 
Insert and CDU

0025.404 • CTN 12
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Coffee Grinder Set
The Kilner® Coffee Grinder is made from high 
quality stainless steel and features an adjustable 
ceramic grinder mechanism. The lid will keep 
the coffee dry and airtight and the glass jar is 
perfect for sealing in the rich coffee taste and 
aromas. 

Coffee Grinder Set

H 22 x Dia 14.5 cm. 0.5 ltr 
Gift Box

0025.785 • CTN 4

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Juicer Jar Set
Juice and store citrus fruits straight into a 
Kilner® Jar with the Kilner® Juicer Jar Set. The 
set includes a 0.5 Litre Kilner® Jar with iconic 
clip top lid and a glass juicer attachment with a 
silicone seal which protects the glass.

The Kilner® Juicer and Grater attachment also 
fits Kilner® Clip Top Jars 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 litre 
sizes.

Juicer Jar Set

Set Contains:
1 x 0.5 Litre Kilner® Clip Top Jar  
1 x Glass Juicer Attachment 

H 21 x W 15 x D 15 cm. 0.5 ltr 
Gift Box

0025.842 • CTN 6
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Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Snack On The Go Jar
The Kilner® Snack On The Go Jar is the healthy 
way to store and transport lunch and treats! 
Whether it’s salad, fruit, or dry snacks, the 
stainless steel cup will hold all of the liquid or 
wet foods separately away from the crisp dry 
ingredients. 

Snack On The Go Jar 

H 12.7 x Dia 8.5 cm. 0.5 ltr 
CDU: H 28 x W 29 x D 29 cm 
Sleeve Wrap, Insert and CDU

0025.816 • CDU 9

Blade is made of finest 
Japanese steel for extra 

durability and lasting 
sharpness.

Check out our handy  
“How-to” video on YouTube

Spiralizer Jar Set
Spiralize vegetables straight into a Kilner® Jar 
with the Kilner® Spiralizer. Simply turn the 
vegetable around the top of the spiralizer and 
watch as the ribbons fall into the storage jar. 
The set includes a Kilner® 1 Litre Jar with sealing 
lid, ideal for fridge storage or taking salads out 
on-the-go. 

Spiralizer Jar Set

Set Contains:
1 x 1 Litre Kilner® Preserve Jar 
1 x Spiralizer Safety Band and Blade 
1 x Airtight Lid
1 x Recipe Booklet 

H 24.5 x W 21.5 x D 10 cm 
Gift Box

0025.815 • CTN 6

Curve of the head provides 
protection for your fingers 

as you twist.
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ACCESSORIES

All Kilner® accessories are made from high quality,  
durable materials and have been specially designed to 

help you get the most from your Kilner® products. Perfect 
for making jams, chutneys and pickles, the preserving 

accessories will take the stress and mess out of cooking, 
while the paper accessory packs are an ideal way to add  

the finishing touches to homemade gifts.
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Stainless Steel Jam Pan 

H 30 x W 16 x D 34 cm. 8 ltr
Gift Box

0025.413 • CTN 2

Internal measuring gauge showing 
litres and pints.

Integrated handle and 
pouring spout.  

Encapsulated base for even 
heat distribution.

Stainless Steel Jam Pan
Made from durable, brushed stainless steel. 
Suitable for gas, halogen, ceramic, electric and 
induction hobs. The Kilner® Jam Pan features an 
internal litre and pint gauge, making it easier to 
measure ingredients. 

An integrated handle and pouring lip makes 
transferring jam into storage jars easier. The 
Kilner® Jam Pan features an encapsulated 
base and is produced from quality stainless 
steel containing titanium with high corrosion 
resistance. 
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Improved 
design

Accessories
From thermometers to tongs and funnels, the range contains everything any preserver and pickler 
will need to safely minimise mess and spills, while ensuring perfect results every time.

Stainless Steel Straining Funnel

H 11.5 x Dia 13 cm
Removable straining disc. Mirror Finish 
Dishwasher Safe 
Swing Ticket

0025.411 • CTN 6

Stainless Steel Easy Fill Funnel

H 5 x Dia 14.5 cm
Mirror Finish. Dishwasher Safe 
Swing Ticket

0025.410 • CTN 6

Jar Tongs

H 24.5 x W 12.3 x D 7.3 cm

The Kilner® Jar Tongs have been 
improved to easily lift preserve jars 
and clip top jars when sterilising 
and processing. The new design 
incorporates a spring loaded hinge for 
easy grasp and controlled lift, along 
with a locking clasp for compact 
storage and a soft grip handle.

Gift Box

0025.876 • CTN 6

Thermometer & Lid Lifter

H 21.7 x W 7.5 cm 
Backing Card

0025.437 • CTN 6

Stainless Steel Kitchen Composter

H 19 x Dia 14 cm. 2 ltr 
Sleeve

0025.416 • CTN 6

Muslin Square

H 50 x W 50 cm 
100% Cotton 
Poly Bag and Header Card

0025.415 • CTN 12
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Liquid Soap & Lotion Dispenser
The Kilner® Liquid Soap & Lotion Dispenser is designed for use in the kitchen and bathroom, 
addressing the increase of liquid soap use and promoting the eradication of plastic bottles.

The capacity of the glass jar is 500ml, the perfect size for placing next to sinks.

The pump mechanism is made from high quality 18.10 stainless steel to avoid rusting and coated 
with a contemporary matt black finish.

Liquid Soap & Lotion Dispenser

H 18 x W 9.5 x D 9.5 cm. 0.5 ltr  
Swing Ticket 
 
0025.059 • CTN 6
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Gifting Label Set

Set contains:
9 x Circular Labels
6 x Square Labels
15 x Rectangular Labels

H 22 x W 16 x D 5 cm 
Poly Bag and Header Card

0025.967 • CTN 12

Gifting Label Set
The Kilner® Gifting Label set contain easy peel, 
self-adhesive and reusable labels. Great for 
labelling a variety of Kilner® Jars of all shapes 
and sizes; perfect for then giving away as 
presents for friends and family.

Includes a total of 30 labels: 9 circles, 6 square 
and 15 rectangular.

Labels
Adorn Kilner® Jars with these chalk labels. Perfect for adding the finishing touches to homemade gifts. 

Wax Discs

Set of 200 Contains:
100 x 55 cm
100 x 7.5 cm
H 8 x W 10 cm 
Poly Bag and Header Card

0025.428 • CTN 12

26 Piece Chalk Labelling Set

H 17 x W 16 cm 
Poly Bag and Header Card

0025.446 • CTN 12
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MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING

Complete the Kilner® story with our merchandising options  
designed to offer in-store support. For more information 

 visit rayware.co.uk
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Display Units 
Complete the Kilner® look with our NEW merchandising display stand. This customised and robust 
card material unit can be used for themed and promotional product offerings as well as general 
range stories. 

Kilner® Collection Display Unit

H 170 x W 121 x D 79 cm 
 
1402.411 • CTN 1

Merchandiser

H 150 x W 65 x D 50 cm

1402.436 • CTN 1
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Mini Guides & POS 
Complete the statement with mini guides and POS for customer engagement.

A5 Mini Guide  
Jams and Preserves

6500.084 

A5 Mini Guide 
Pickling Fruit and Veg 

6500.037 

A5 Dispenser

(to fit Kilner® A5 Mini Guides)

6500.093 

Shelf Strips 6500.021
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Juicer Jar Set

A4 POS • 6505.023

Mash & Store Set

A4 POS • 6505.045

5 Litre 
Fermentation Set

A4 POS • 6505.046

Fridge Dispenser

A4 POS • 6505.035

Butter Churner

A4 POS • 6505.015

Pickle Jar with Lifter

A4 POS • 6505.047

Coffee Grinder

A4 POS • 6505.017

Breakfast Jar Set

A4 POS • 6505.033

Fermentation Set

A4 POS • 6505.019

Fermentation Set

A4 POS • 6505.058

Kefir Set

A4 POS • 6505.057

Sourdough Starter Set

A4 POS • 6505.044

Mayonnaise & 
Sauce Maker 

A4 POS • 6505.036

Smoothie Making Set

A4 POS • 6505.042

Snack On The Go Jar

A4 POS • 6505.013

Sprouting Set

A4 POS • 6505.053

NEW

NEW NEW

Seasoning Grinder

A4 POS • 6505.052

Sifter Jar Set

A4 POS • 6505.054

NEW
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Social Media: We Are Storytellers
People love a human interest story, especially one they can interact with. By creating stories 
around our products relating to climate change, fashion, and healthy eating, we can access a wide 
audience that are conscious of the world around them.

Kilner® walks the line between the food-forward trends of the modern world and the traditional 
homestead aesthetic of the past.

Our digital feed ranges from traditional jam-making and vegetable preserving to ‘on-the-go’ food 
storage and trending homemade recipes.

 

@kilneruk

  

@kilneruk

  

@kilneruk

 

@kilneruk

  

Kilner UK

Follow us on our social media channels or subscribe to our newsletter 

at www.kilnerjar.co.uk/kilner-club

WEBSITE CONTENT

Get inspired with our fresh recipes, helpful how to guides 
and fun and creative ways to use Kilner® Jars.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Creating and sharing  
trend-led videos, 

exciting giveaways 
and helpful content 

allows us to reach 
and engage with our 

online audience.

THE KILNER® CLUB

Our Kilner® Club members are true fans of our 
products who not only own them but are also 
passionate about preserving, 
crafting, and innovating 
with them. Each month, we 
send out a series of emails 
to our club members that 
include relevant recipes and 
informative how-to guides.

We use multiple channels to 
gain new subscribers, including a user-friendly 
sign-up option in all our packaging, making it easy 
for interested individuals to join our community. 
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Infl uencer Outreach

With access to a number of infl uential 
bloggers, we foster relationships and 
build trust to encourage promotion 
of our brand to their followers. We 
send out samples and ask for impartial 
reviews which translate into shares 
with their vast networks, driving traffi c 
to our own social media and websites.

Video

Video content is king! 
When scrolling through 
the busy world of social 
media, we need to capture 
attention and inform, 
educate and entertain, 
making followers more 
likely to remember our 
brand. Videos are an 
important way for us 
to show how to use our 
products and create brand 
engagement.

Customer Partnerships: 

OVER 31M VIEWS ONLINE
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“A” Grade soda lime glass, 
the safest option to store 

food and drink

Even thickness of 
glass ensures there 
are no weak spots

We can design our own 
unique shapes and emboss 
glass with the Kilner® logo 

Quality and Manufacturing

Kilner® have the knowledge and experience to develop and produce high quality glass jars that will 
last longer and keep your ingredients safe. 

From the start of production to the finish, our experience enables us to select the best quality 
production techniques, as well as ensuring quality is to the highest standard possible.

We recommend avoiding the use of low quality, inferior glass products, these can lead to injury and 
food waste. Don’t risk your precious preserve by using low quality storage with ill fitting lids. 

QUALITY IS VERY IMPORTANT TO KILNER®:

 
 All Kilner® Glass Jars are batch tested at source  

 to AQL level 2.

 
 An additional quality check is also undertaken  

 at our UK warehouse.

CHOOSE KILNER® AS WE ONLY USE  
QUALITY FOOD GRADE MATERIALS!

KILNER® USES FULLY 
AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING 
METHODS FOR A NUMBER OF 

REASONS:
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 High quality stainless steel clips 
engineered to ensure the clip 

tension is 100% perfect

Glass is BPA free meaning 
harmful chemicals or toxins do 

not leak into your food.

Glass locks in taste and aromas, 
is easy to clean and doesn’t take 

on residual odours, tastes or 
stains from food and drink. 

Reusable and recyclable – even 
if it’s broken. Using glass is 

friendlier on both our pockets 
and the environment. 

Clarity of glass 
is clearer

Secure seal 
fi tment
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26-32 Spitfire Road, Triumph Trading Park, Speke Hall Road, Liverpool, L24 9BF, England 
Telephone: +44 (0)151 486 1888   Fax: +44 (0)151 486 1467 

Email: sales@rayware.co.uk   Order Online: www.rayware.co.uk

mailto:sales@rayware.co.uk
tel:+44%20(0)151%20486%201888
tel:+44%20(0)151%20486%201467
https://www.rayware.co.uk/

